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Innovative SAMMON Teaching Method
for Ship Handling: Element of the Project
EURO-ZA Between South Africa
and Europe
Knud Benedict, Michèle Schaub, Gerrit Tuschling, Michael Baldauf,
Michael Gluch, and Matthias Kirchhoff

1.1 Introduction: Concept for Using Fast-Time Simulation
and Intention for Use in the EU Project EURO-ZA
Need for Simulation Support and Fast-Time
Simulation Software
Manoeuvring of ships is and will be a human-centred process despite expected further technological developments. Most important elements of this process are the
human itself and the technical equipment to support its task. However, most of the
work is to be done manually because even today nearly no automation support is
available for complex manoeuvres. Up to now there is no electronic tool to demonstrate manoeuvring characteristics efficiently or, moreover, to design a manoeuvring
plan effectively – even in briefing procedures for ship handling training, the potential
manoeuvres will be “guessed” and drafted on paper or described by sketches and
short explanations. The information on manoeuvring characteristics from shipyard
trials goes into papers like Wheelhouse Posters instead of using it as math model for
simulation on the bridge – this is waste of resources in the Digital Age!
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However, due to the new demands, there is a need to prepare harbour approaches
with complete berthing plans specifically in companies with high safety standards
like cruise liners. These plans are necessary to agree on a concept within the bridge
team and also for the discussion and briefing with the pilot. The plan for the potential manoeuvres must be developed – but still in a contemplative way by thinking
ahead. By now there is no tool available to provide support for manoeuvring planning yet.
Ship handling simulation for simulator training has a proven high effect for the
qualification in training. However, it is based on real-time simulation, and, i.e. 1 s
calculation time by the computers represents 1 s manoeuvring time as in real world.
This means despite all other advantages of full mission ship handling simulation,
collecting/gathering of manoeuvring experiences remains an utmost time-consuming
process. For instance, a training session for a berthing manoeuvre might take 1 h – if
the first attempt fails or an alternative strategy should be tried, then the next session
needs another hour: this is not very effective.
Therefore, the method of fast-time simulation (FTS) will be used in future for
increasing the effectiveness of training and also the safety and efficiency for
manoeuvring real ships. The basic principle of that FTS system is to represent the
full information from Pilot Card, Wheelhouse Poster and Manoeuvring Booklet
(and additional trial results), condensed in a ship dynamic simulation model, which
is even capable of simulating wind, current and restricted water effects by using the
innovative “Rapid Advanced Prediction & Interface Technology” (RAPIT). Even
with standard computers, it can be achieved to simulate in 1 s computing time a
manoeuvre lasting about 20 min. These RAPIT-based FTS tools were initiated in
research activities of the Institute for Innovative Ship Simulation and Maritime
System (ISSIMS) at the Maritime Simulation Centre Warnemuende, which is a part
of the Department of Maritime Studies of Hochschule Wismar, University of
Applied Sciences: Technology, Business and Design in Germany. They have been
further developed by the start-up company Innovative Ship Simulation and Maritime
Systems (ISSIMS GmbH [1, 2]).
A brief overview is given for the modules of the FTS tools and its potential
application:
• SAMMON is the brand name of the innovative system for “Simulation
Augmented Manoeuvring Design, Monitoring & Conning”, consisting of the following software modules:
– Manoeuvring Design & Planning Module: Design of ships manoeuvring concepts as “manoeuvring plan” for harbour approach and berthing manoeuvres
(steered by virtual handles on screen by the mariner)
– Manoeuvring Monitoring & Conning Module with Multiple Dynamic
Manoeuvring Prediction: Monitoring of ships manoeuvres during simulator
exercises or manoeuvres on a real ship using bridges handles, display of
manoeuvring plan and predicted manoeuvres in parallel; calculation of various prediction tracks for full ships dynamic simulation and simplified path
prediction as look ahead for the future ships motion
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– Manoeuvring Simulation Trial & Training Module: Ship handling simulation
on laptop display to check and train the manoeuvring concept (providing the
same functions as monitoring tool; steered by virtual handles on screen)
• These modules are made for both:
– Application in maritime education and training to support lecturing for ship
handling to demonstrate and explain more easily manoeuvring technology
details and to prepare more specifically manoeuvring training in Ship
Handling Simulator (SHS) environment, i.e. for developing manoeuvring
plans in briefing sessions, to support manoeuvring during the exercise run and
to help in debriefing sessions the analysis of replays and discussions of quick
demonstration of alternative manoeuvres
– Application on board to assist manoeuvring of real ships, e.g. to prepare
manoeuvring plans for challenging harbour approaches with complex
manoeuvres up to the final berthing/cast off of ships, to assist the steering by
multiple prediction during the manoeuvring process and even to give support
for analysing the result and for onboard training with the Simulation &
Trial module
– SIMOPT is a Simulation Optimiser software module based on FTS for optimising Standard Manoeuvres and modifying ship math model parameters
both for simulator ships in SHS and for the SAMMON System both for lecturing / training and for on board application of the system [7]. SIMDAT is a
software module for analysing simulation results both from simulations in
SHS or SIMOPT / SAMMON and from real ship trials: the data for manoeuvring characteristics can be automatically retrieved, and comfortable graphic
tools are available for displaying, comparing and assessing the results.
In this paper, the focus will be laid on the potential of the SAMMON software
for supporting the lecturing and briefing/debriefing process with elements specifically for simulator training for advanced ship handling.

Partners for EU Project EURO-ZA and Objectives
At the conferences of IMLA in Durban in 2015 [3] and at the INSLC in Cape Town
in 2017 [4], the “Simulation Augmented Manoeuvring Design, Monitoring &
Conning” (SAMMON) software toolbox was introduced, and first ideas were
described how this new technology could be used to improve the simulator training
by FTS. The SAMMON system has matured over the years, and experiences how to
use and the effectiveness [5] were made at the Maritime Simulation Centre
Warnemuende (MSCW) and other centres. And now, specifically the use of the
SAMMON manoeuvring planning tool will be an element of the transfer of knowledge within the current ERASMUS+ project EURO-ZA which sets out for
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EURO-ZA Capacity building in the field of maritime education. It is a project
between several partners from
• Europe (comprising universities HS Wismar/Germany, Solent, Southampton,
UK; and SAMK, Rauma, Finland)
• South Africa (DUT, Durban; CPUT, Cape Town; and NMU, Port Elizabeth, as
project coordinator)
All the EURO-ZA partners have a long history in maritime education with some
European partners over 100 years. Therefore this is an opportunity to conduct a
detailed analysis of the curriculums and facilities to truly evaluate any similarities,
differences and opportunities for improvement for both the South African and
European partners. Comparison of the curricula will lead to an understanding of
similarities and differences. Out of this a comprehensive understanding can be
established as to what the strengths and weaknesses are in each institution’s curriculum. The results will allow for a possible alignment of qualifications allowing
knowledge sharing and student, staff and research exchange ultimately recognising
a global standard and an improved product to industry. But also it sets out for modernisation and development of online and distance learning pedagogical processes,
e.g. improvement of training and assessment in e-learning, blended learning distance and simulator training. It is also focusing on the assessment of the facilities
and resources at each institution by identifying the teaching and learning equipment
to meet the aims and objectives for the twenty-first-century curriculum, resulting in
a proposal and budgets for standardisation between the six institutions. One element
of the potential improvement of equipment addresses the element of FTS for
manoeuvring motion used for ship handling training. During the demonstrations of
this new and innovative technology at the first project meeting in 2019 at the MSCW,
it was seen that it could be one of the focus areas for improvement of equipment at
the partners’ institutions, both for new research projects and for improving the simulation basis for training.
In this paper the opportunities will be described on how to use the FTS in the
SAMMON planning tool for teaching of ship’s dynamic and training of ship handling elements. Additionally, some of the samples can be seen on YouTube [6].

1.2 Use of Fast-Time Simulation for Lecturing
and Familiarisation Using the Example of Wind Impact
on Ship’s Motion
Planning Tool Interface
An important issue is the behaviour of the vessel under wind impact that can be easily explained and investigated by means of the SAMMON Manoeuvring Design &
Planning tool. Some basic functions and interface displays for the FTS are shown in
the next figures.
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Fig. 1.1 SAMMON Manoeuvring Design & Planning tool – interface elements with explanations

Figure 1.1 explains the interface, which combines:
• The interface window for the steering panel of the ship (right) for adjusting the
controls for the selected manoeuvring point (MP) (actual position in red) and to
select the desired environment conditions down below, e.g. wind, current and
water depths.
• The electronic navigational chart (ENC) window (centre) to visualise the simulated ship’s motion: black contours indicating the positions in time intervals for
the display range; by means of the time slider at the bottom, the reference position can be shifted to any position of the already predicted track where a new MP
can be set and controls may be changed there.
• Interface elements to display the status of the current navigation data and actual
ship manoeuvring controls (left and top) at the ship position on the track up to the
positions of the next MP which is indicated as ship shape in blue colour in
the ENC.

Samples for Drifting Under Wind with No Propulsion
In the following figures, the drift behaviour of a cruise ship with no propulsion in
wind speed 30kn from North 0° will be shown, and the options will be discussed how
the drifting speed and direction can be changed with bow and/or stern thrusters. The
sample ship is the cruise liner AIDAblu of 181 m in length. In Fig. 1.2 the reference
case is shown where the ship starts drifting from stop with zero speed. Also the blue
shapes are highlighted after 1 and 2 min, where the full drifting speed of SOG=2.25kn
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Fig. 1.2 Cruise ship AIDAblu transverse drifting speed SOG=2.25kn, HDG 94°, COG 184°

is being reached. The bow falls slightly down with the wind because the ship has its
centre of the wind area ahead of midships position. If bow and stern thrusters are
used fully against the wind, then the ship would drift only with SOG=1.51kn.
In Fig. 1.3 three different options are compared for using the thrusters to control
the drift direction. Considering the procedure in the right part of the figure, it can be
concluded that the drift direction can be changed +/- 48° from downwind direction:
Maximum side drift can be achieved with bow thruster -100% to port (PT) and stern
thruster +40% to starboard (SB) – i.e. the downwind speed component in 180° is
less than the 1.51kn with both thrusters full against the wind and additionally with
another course to potentially avoid an obstacle on lee side!
Another option is shown in Fig. 1.4: In the initial manoeuvring point MP0, the bow
is brought into the wind combined with bow thruster to PT and stern thruster to SB. The
thruster power was reduced in the following MP1 to MP3. And at the active MP4 (red
contour), the ship will be steadied going astern at COG 180° keeping the bow into the
wind with only small thruster control actions. The downwind drift speed is SOG=1.84kn,
i.e. the ship is drifting slower than with direct beam wind and no thrusters against the
wind, but a little more than the 1.51 with both thrusters full against the wind.
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Fig. 1.3 Comparison of drifting behaviour with three different options:
• Left: With only bow thruster against the wind transverse speed SOG=1.87kn in COG 155°, i.e.
downwind speed component is 1.87*cos(25°)=1,7kn
• Centre: With only stern thruster against the wind transverse speed SOG=2.11kn in COG 206°, i.e.
downwind speed component 2.11*cos(26°)=1,89kn
• Right: Maximum side drift with bow thruster -100% to PT and stern thruster +40% to SB: wind
transverse speed SOG=2.17kn in COG 132°, i.e. downwind speed component in 180° is
2.17*cos(25°)=1,45kn

Fig. 1.4 Manoeuvre plan for turning the ship bow by thrusters into the wind until drifting astern
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Rudder and Drift Angle for Balance on Straight Track
Under Wind
For introduction, it is shown in Fig. 1.5 what rudder and drift angle are required to
steer the ship under beam wind. In the SAMMON Manoevring Design & Planning
tool, the initial heading and course can be easily adjusted in the top right window to
get the ship’s track between the fairway buoys.
For developing a mental model for the understanding of the wind effect, it is
helpful to have an overview what rudder and drift angle are generally needed for
different wind conditions and ship’s speeds. In the planning module, this can be

Fig. 1.5 Wind effect on straight motion in SAMMON Manoeuvring Design & Planning tool –
approach to Rostock Port: AIDAblu enters the fairway under wind speed 30 kn from 60°. With
EOT 26% (equivalent to 5.2 kn ship’s speed), she needs 9° PT rudder; drift angle is 22°
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Fig. 1.6 Investigation of wind effect on straight motion in SAMMON Planning tool for two cruise
ships with different superstructure for six different rudder angles 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°, 30° and
35° to starboard. Wind direction from North 0°, wind speed 30kn, initial ship speed about 6kn
• Left: Ship is windward turning (due to centre of wind area aft behind COG – Costa Fortuna).
• Right: Ship is leeward turning (due to centre of wind area fore of COG – AIDAblu)

investigated in trying out several wind encounters and wind to ship speeds in very
short time. In Fig. 1.6 the result is shown for two different ships:
• Left: Ship Costa Fortuna has the centre of wind area aft behind COG and therefore windward turning tendency – with rudder amidships 0°, the ship turns into
the wind; and with increasing starboard rudder, she finds equilibriums on different straight tracks out of the wind.
• Right: Ship AIDAblu is leeward turning due to centre of wind area fore of
COG. With rudder amidships 0°, she finds an equilibrium on straight track out of
the wind; for increasing starboard rudder with increasing COG, she turns further
out of the wind. When the rudder exceeds 25°, then the rudder effectiveness is
decreasing – for 30° and 35°, the ship cannot be brought out of the wind
furthermore.
These simulations can be done as an individual training session or as a trainee
group exercise, and the results are collected and entered into a diagram as in Fig. 1.7.
In this diagram the rudder angles and drift angles are plotted versus the absolute
wind encounter angle between wind direction and ship’s course – it is zero for heading against the wind and 180° for stern wind. For given ship conditions, the wind
impact changes with the encounter angle and the speed ratio VR2 /V2. For simplification and for better use of the data for route planning, the absolute wind speed VA and
the constant speed V0 of the ship for a given EOT without wind will be used together
with the absolute wind encounter angle (instead of the relative wind and encounter
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Fig. 1.7 Simulation results for balance of wind effects on straight track with constant speed for
AIDAblu: equilibrium parameters rudder and drift angle versus absolute wind encounter angle for
two wind speeds of 20 kn and 30 kn. (EOT 30%, according to ship speed 6.2kn)

angle). Figure 1.7 shows that the ship has a leeward turning tendency for wind from
the bow to beam wind and a windward turning tendency for wind from the stern
quarter. The maximum rudder angle is needed for an encounter angle of about 135°.
In this course range, a change of rudder will not change the course. For the wind
speed 30 kn, the required rudder angle would even exceed the maximum rudder
angle of 35° because the turning moments due to wind and the unstable moment due
to the drift angle point in the same direction – the ship could not be steered at this
low speed. Such a diagram as in Fig. 1.7 is the basis for understanding the wind
effect and for estimating the required rudder and drift angle beforehand.

Wind Impact on Turning Motion
The most important parameter for the wind impact is the “wind to ship speed ratio”.
For high ratios there can be situations where the ship can not be turned anymore
without increasing the ship’s speed or at least kicking the engine for increasing the
rudder efficiency. In Fig. 1.8 several manoeuvres under different wind conditions
are compared, and the efficiency of the FTS can be seen in the fact that all these
simulations and the preparation of the figure took less than 15 min. The
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Fig. 1.8 Simulation results for turning circles’ tracks (magenta curves) with hard rudder for cruise
ship AIDAblu at slow speed (EOT 30%, i.e. 6.2kn without wind):
• Right side: Reference tracks for turning circles to SB and PT with no wind
• Left side: Tracks for same manoeuvres under 30kn wind with three different directions for head
wind 90°, stern wind 270° and beam wind 90°
• Below: Additional track with shapes for kick turn from 30% to EOT 50% with beam wind from
North 0°

manoeuvring tracks for hard rudder 35° turning circles with no wind on the right
side serve as reference manoeuvres. All manoeuvres with wind are placed on the
left side to be better visible. The turning tracks for head wind have smaller advance:
due to the wind pressure, the ship reaches not so much out into the initial direction.
This is the contrary under stern wind, where the wind pushes the ship in wind direction. However, the wind does not allow the ship to turn further than the equilibrium
on straight track – i.e. there is no chance to identify a transfer distance.
However, the transfer is even not to be identified because the ship does not turn
anymore. Specifically, under beam wind the ship’s initial turning capability is
reduced: because the ship needs a rudder angle of about −12° to port and a drift
angle of about 20°, the rudder effectiveness is reduced: When the rudder is put to
35° starboard, then the inflow to rudder is: 20°drift+35°rudder=55° effective rudder
inflow angle; therefore, the rudder is not very effective. Stalling effects reduce the
rudder lift; the ship is not able to complete the turn to starboard. After course change
of about 45°, the ship is on the straight track. This might be a very dangerous situation if the ship performed a collision avoidance manoeuvre as stand-on vessel to
starboard under these conditions!
The turning to port side is also reduced at the beginning because from the -12°
rudder port to hard rudder −35° port, there is only a small rudder change – so initially the ship starts to turn very slowly, and then the ship turns through the wind
very fast – to go a straight track afterwards.
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1.3 Use of Fast-Time Simulation for Planning of Manoeuvres
for Simulator Training
Task Description: Introduction, Conventional Briefing
and New Concept
During the exercise briefing, the navigational officer is introduced into the harbour
area, the starting situation and the environmental conditions within this area on a
conventional sea chart (Fig. 1.9). The objective is to bring the ship through the fairway channel of Rostock Port from North, to turn the ships and heading back through
the channel to berth the ship with portside at the passenger pier.
In the conventional briefing, only these rough indications of the manoeuvring
status can be used to develop a potential strategy for berthing the ship. In conventional berthing plans, only ship contours are used to be positioned in drawings with

Fig. 1.9 Exercise area and environmental conditions in Port of Rostock for berthing scenario,
divided into two sections for planning the manoeuvres and completed by guessing for desired positions as ship shapes only. The respective harbour area is divided into manoeuvring sections, which
are following a specific aim:
• Section 1: Ship speed should be reduced until she is ready to be turned; SOG should be around 3
kn to be prepared for Section 2.
• Section 2: The ship should be turned and adjusted to go back in the fairway on opposite course to
the final berth.
• Section 3: The ship should be stopped and berthed
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Word or PowerPoint – The specific manoeuvres and settings of engine rudder and
thrusters cannot be discussed in detail because specific manoeuvring characteristics
can hardly be used for the specific situations. And real-time simulation is too much
time-consuming. The FTS allows for new methods for individual exercise preparation with self-developed manoeuvring concepts:
• Drafting manoeuvring concept in more detail as manoeuvring plan with the
SAMMON Manoeuvre Planning & Design Tool
• Optimisation of the concept by several planning trials with that tool
• Pre-training with the SAMMON Trial & Training Tool to try out the concept
with real-time simulation on a laptop

Briefing by Means of the “SAMMON Manoeuvre Planning &
Design Tool”
Basic Exercise with No Wind and Current With the new RAPIT, there is the
chance for designing a manoeuvre plan as a detailed strategy with the specific settings at distinguished positions called manoeuvring points (MPs). In the following,
the course of actions is described in a series of figures to make a full manoeuvring
plan by means of the control actions at the MPs. This will be done first for easy
conditions with no wind and current to explain the procedure of fast-time planning:
In Fig. 1.10 the initial position MP0 is to be seen where the instructor has set the
ship in the centre of the fairway. The ship has already been moved by the slider at

Fig. 1.10 Fast-time planning in sea chart: initial ship position at MP0 and prediction for the stopping manoeuvre at MP1: The prediction already shows that the ship reduces speed to the set handle
positions EOT −30% astern
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Fig. 1.11 Ship position at MP2 and prediction for the turning manoeuvre: The prediction shows
that the ship is turning due to bow and stern thrusters set to 80%

the ENC bottom to set the next manoeuvring point MP1: there, the stopping manoeuvre is started with EOT−30%. The prediction already shows that the ship would lose
speed according to the handle positions.
In Fig. 1.11 the ship is nearly stopped and turns by means of the thrusters: the contour is shifted to a position where the thrusters are stopped and the engines speed up
to return to the fairway with opposite course. In Fig. 1.12 the vessel is brought close
to the berth, and at MP5 the engines are reversed to reduce speed and to stop the ship
at a position parallel to the berth to be shifted by thrusters to the pier from the next
MP6. Afterwards the plan needs a further MP in order to reduce the transversal
speed shortly before berthing.
Advanced Exercise with Strong Wind The full potential of the FTS can be seen
for challenging weather conditions. In Fig. 1.13 the scenario is now to be solved for
25kn wind from 61°. The initial position is the same as in the previous example, but
the first task for the trainee is to find the balance condition in the fairway: after some
attempts, a drift angle of about 16° and rudder angle 3° was adjusted, and the ship
contour was shifted to the buoys at the entrance of the fairway.
The next manoeuvring segment is for stopping and turning in Fig. 1.14. On the
left side, it can be seen that in case the ship would be plainly stopped here as in the
previous exercise, she would heavily drift with the wind. Therefore, the engines are
split to support the turning by the starboard engine while the port engine goes astern.
In the final part of the manoeuvre (Fig. 1.15), the crucial segments are difficult
because of the strong wind on the return track on opposite course: the ship enters the
fairway now from south, and because of the strong wind from the bow, there is a
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Fig. 1.12 Final part of the manoeuvring plan: the vessel is brought into a position parallel to the
berth to be shifted by thrusters to the pier from the next MP6

Fig. 1.13 Fast-time planning in sea chart under wind 25 kn from 61°: initial ship position at MP0
and prediction for future track under drift angle
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Fig. 1.14 Ship position at MP2 and prediction for the turning manoeuvre with two strategies. Left:
turning only with thrusters (same concept as without wind in Fig. 1.11). Right: more powerful
solution with split engines and rudder support

Fig. 1.15 Complete manoeuvring plan with final berthing manoeuvre
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need to adjust heading, course and rudder. It is advantageous to split the engines
because the rudder is more effective when one engine goes with more power. In
addition, the ship is better prepared to stop because one engine is already going
astern and does not need additional reversing time. On the right side of the figure,
the stopping manoeuvre is to bring the ship into a position parallel to the berth. In
the berthing phase, the thrusters and rudders are used with full power to counteract
the wind effect for the final berthing; the approaching speed of the drift motion
towards the pier is below 0.8 kn (for 30 kn, it would be over 1.5 kn).

1.4 Conclusions/Outlook
Fast-Time Manoeuvring Simulation has proven its benefits for both lecturing and
training for improving ship handling knowledge and skills. In the paper were shown
some examples for lecturing content on wind impact on ships where instead of theoretical explanations, simulated samples explain the ship behaviour and allow for
preparing complete manoeuvring plans. The overall advantage of this planning procedure is that it is very fast. A student might need only minutes to prepare a plan,
and then there is enough time to look for other options or other wind conditions and
potentially limiting factors or elements. This is a contrast to the same manoeuvres
in a full mission SHS which would take hours. For the future, the great potential will
be investigated to integrate also fuel consumption and emissions into the simulation.
Therefore, it could be used to increase efficiency and sustainability of manoeuvring – already in the education and training process and also on board [7, 8]. The
majority of the participants in the ship handling courses expressed their opinion that
the SAMMON Design & Planning Module could be used for preparing berthing
plan on the ships. It is also possible to use the potential of RAPIT for various analyses (e.g. fairway layout, accidents) to find measures to make shipping safer.
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